TestPro CV100 Adapters, Options, Accessories
AD-SM-K01
SM FIBER TEST KIT FOR
TESTPRO

AD-MM-K01

MM FIBER TEST KIT FOR
TESTPRO

AD-CAT6A-PL

AD-M12-X
UP-K05-K50

CAT6A PERMANENT LINK
ADAPTER PAIR
REPLACEABLE PLUG FOR ADCAT6A-PL
M12 X-CODED ADAPTER PAIR
UPGRADE FROM K05 to K50

UP-K30-K60

UPGRADE FROM K30 to K60

AD-5e-PCORD

CAT-5E PATCH-CORD TEST
ADAPTER PAIR
CAT-6 PATCH-CORD TEST
ADAPTER PAIR
CAT-6A PATCH-CORD TEST
ADAPTER PAIR
CAT8.2 TERA CHANNEL
ADAPTER PAIR
CAT8.2 TERA PERM LINK
ADAPTER PAIR

ACC-6A-PL-PLUG

AD-6-PCORD
AD-6A-PCORD
AD-8.2-TERACH
AD-8.2-TERAPL

Single mode fiber test kit for TestPro for tier 1 fiber certification
testing. Contains a pair of Singlemode fiber adapters with dual
wavelength light source 1310/1550nm, visual fault locator, volt
meter, pair of interchangeable FC adapter for the transmit port,
pair of FC-LC launch cords for connecting the transmit port to
the fiber link under test, pair of interchangeable LC adapters for
the receive port, pair of LC-LC reference cords for the receive
side, one LC-LC duplex coupler for setting reference, Sticklers
cleaning kit, carry case
Multimode fiber test kit for TestPro for tier 1 fiber certification
testing. Contains pair of Multimode fiber adapters with dual
wavelength light source 850/1300nm, visual fault locator, volt
meter, pair of interchangeable FC adapter for the transmit port,
pair of FC-LC launch cords for connecting the transmit port to
the fiber link under test, pair of interchangeable LC adapters for
the receive port, pair of LC-LC reference cords for the receive
side, one LC-LC duplex coupler for setting reference, Sticklers
cleaning kit, carry case
A pair of CAT6A permanent link adapter for testPro CV100
A pair of Field replacable centered plugs for AD-CAT6A-PL
A pair of M12 X-coded adapters for TestPro CV100
Upgrade kit from TestPro CV100- K05 to TestPro CV100-K50
Kit contains:
OP-CAT6A Software license code for enabling CAT6A certification
testing, a pair of AD-CAT6A-CH channel adapters, a pair of ADCAT6A-PL permanent link adapters
Upgrade kit from TestPro CV100- K30 to TestPro CV100-K60
Kit contains:
OP-CAT6A Software license code for enabling CAT6A certification
testing, a pair of AD-CAT6A-PL permanent link adapters
A pair of patch-cord test adapters for testing CAT5e patch-cords
using TestPro CV100
A pair of patch-cord test adapters for testing CAT6 patch-cords
using TestPro CV100
A pair of patch-cord test adapters for testing CAT6A patch-cords
using TestPro CV100
A pair of CAT 8.2 TERA channel adapter for TestPro CV100
A pair of CAT 8.2 TERA permanent link adapters for TestPro
CV100

